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Functional impairment, such as difficulty with activ-
ities of daily living or limited mobility,1 is common
among hospitalized patients and correlated with
important outcomes: approximately 50% of hospital-
ized Medicare seniors have some level of impairment
that correlates with higher rates of readmission,2 long-
term care placement,3 and even death.4

Lack of consistent, accurate, and reliable data on
functional mobility during hospitalization poses an
important barrier for programs seeking to improve
functional outcomes in hospitalized patients.5,6 More
accurate mobility data could improve current hospital
practices to diagnose mobility problems, target mobil-
ity interventions, and measure interventions’ effective-
ness. Although wearable mobility sensors (small,
wireless accelerometers placed on patients’ wrists,
ankles, or waists) hold promise in overcoming these
barriers and improving current practice, existing data
are from small samples of focused populations and
have not integrated sensor data into patient care.7,8

In this issue of the Journal of Hospital Medicine,
Sallis and colleagues used mobility sensors to study
777 hospitalized patients.9 This article has several
strengths that make it unique among the handful of
articles in this area: it is the largest to date, the first to
consider patients on both medical and surgical units,
and the first to correlate sensor data with clinical
assessments of mobility by providers (nurses). The
authors found that, regardless of length of stay,
patients averaged 1100 steps during the final 24 hours
of their hospitalization. Older patients had slightly
fewer steps on average (982 per 24 hours), but, taken
collectively, these findings led the authors to postulate
that 1000 steps per day might be a good “normative”
value for discharge readiness in terms of patient
mobility.

This idea of a normative value for steps taken by
inpatients prior to discharge raises several interesting
questions. First, could numbers of steps become a
value that hospital providers routinely use to optimize
care of hospitalized patients similar to other values

such as blood pressure or blood sugar? Such a
threshold could be used to define strategies that tar-
get “tight” mobility control for patients at high risk
for decline, and others might be managed with a
more traditional “ad lib” approach. Alternatively,
perhaps physicians should focus more on improve-
ment in mobility regardless of a population-defined
threshold. In this case, the measure would be pro-
gress toward a patient-centered or patient-defined
goal. Second, it is important to note that Sallis and
colleagues found that patients whose nurses docu-
mented their estimated mobility more frequently in
the medical record also had substantially higher sen-
sor step counts. This raises the question of whether
more data from sensors can assist front-line inpatient
providers to more effectively engage patients in
mobilizing to avoid functional deconditioning during
hospitalization. Often we tell our patients to “try to
get out of bed today. . .go for a walk around the
unit,” but we are rarely specific about how far they
should walk, and patients do not get feedback on
their daily progress toward a specific mobility goal.
Perhaps data on the number of steps from mobility
sensors could be shown to both patients and pro-
viders so as to encourage patients to reach their goal,
whether that is the normative 1000 steps per day or
slightly more or less.

This article also has limitations, which raise impor-
tant questions for future research. First, patients in
this study were ambulatory and relatively healthy
(85% had Charlson scores 0 or 1) at the time of
admission, making it difficult to determine whether
the approach used or threshold defined are valid in
higher-risk populations, such as those with preexisting
functional limitations. Second, lack of clinical out-
comes data is another important limitation in this
study, which is shared by many, but not all, inpatient
sensor studies. For example, a recent study correlated
discharge location (skilled nursing facility vs home) to
levels of step mobility; however, the authors were
unable to determine the degree to which their step
measures were simply mirroring clinical decision mak-
ing.10 Another recent study demonstrated that
decreased inpatient step counts are associated with
early mortality; however, more proximal outcomes
such as postdischarge function were not measured.11

Moreover, future studies will need to assess whether
mobility sensors can reliably predict postdischarge
function, and even be used to improve mobility or
reduce functional impairment in hospital populations
that include sicker patients.
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Ultimately, the results by Sallis et al. are a useful
step in the right direction, but much more work is
needed to determine the clinical utility of mobility sen-
sors as part of larger efforts to harness the potential of
mobile health (mHealth) efforts to improve care for
hospitalized patients.12 The future of mobility sensors
in healthcare is likely about how well patients and pro-
viders can use them to successfully guide and support
behavior change. This will require a strong health-
adopter focus in coaching patients to use mobility sen-
sors and their mobile, patient-facing applications.13

Ultimately, the goal must be to embed these mHealth
approaches into larger behavior management and
health system redesign so that clinical goals such as
improved function after hospital discharge are met.14
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